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Cilka’s Journey HB

Heather Morris 

9781785769047   €16.99  ____

Bonnier

Blue Moon (Jack Reacher 24)

Lee Child 

9781787630277   €16.99   ____

Bantam 

FICTION

Jack Reacher is back in a brand new

white-knuckle read from Lee Child, 

creator of `today's James Bond, a thriller

hero we can't get enough of' (Ken 

Follett).In a nameless city, two ruthless

rival criminal gangs, one Albanian, the

other Ukrainian, are competing for 

control. But they hadn't counted on Jack

Reacher arriving on their patch.

*Akin (HB)

Emma Donoghue

9781529019964   €18.99    ____

Macmillan

In her first contemporary novel since

Room, bestselling author Emma

Donoghue returns with her next 

masterpiece, Akin, a brilliant tale of

love, loss and family. 

Noah is only days away from his first

trip back to Nice since he was a child

when a social worker calls looking for

a temporary home for Michael, his

eleven-year-old great-nephew.  

Agent Running in the Field

John le Carre 

9780241401217   €16.99  _____

Hamilton (Hamish)

*River Capture 

Mary Costello 

9781782116431   €17.50  ____

Canongate

Nat believes his years as an agent runner

are over. He is back in London with his

wife, the long-suffering Prue. But with the

growing threat from Moscow Centre, the

office has one more job for him. Nat is to

take over The Haven, a defunct substation

of London General with a rag-tag band of

spies. The only bright light on the team is

young Florence, who has her eye on 

Russia Department and a Ukrainian

oligarch with a finger in the Russia pie. 

The new novel about love, loyalty

and nature, from the author of 

Academy Street, Irish Book Awards

Book of the Year 2014

Grace in Winter

Deirdre Purcell

9781473699915   €15.99    ____

Hodder

Night Fire

Michael Connelly  

9781409186052   €16.99   ____

Orion 

Guardians

John Grisham

9781473684430    €22.50   ____

Hodder

Back when Harry Bosch was just a rookie

homicide detective, he had an inspiring

mentor who taught him to take the

work personally. Now J J Thompson, is

dead, but after his funeral his widow

hands Bosch a murder book that

Thompson took with him when he left

the LAPD 20 years before - the unsolved

killing of a troubled young man in an

alley used for drug deals.

22 years ago Quincy Miller was

sentenced to life without parole. He

was accused of killing Keith Russo, a

lawyer in a small Florida town. But

there were no reliable witnesses and

little motive. Just the fact that Russo

had botched Quincy's divorce case,

that Quincy was black in a largely 

all-white town and that a 

blood-splattered torch was found in

the boot of Quincy's car.

Akin TPB

Emma Donoghue

9781529019971   €15.99 ____

Macmillan

In her first contemporary novel since

Room, bestselling author Emma

Donoghue returns with her next 

masterpiece, Akin, a brilliant tale of

love, loss and family. 

Noah is only days away from his first

trip back to Nice since he was a child

when a social worker calls looking for a

temporary home for Michael, his

eleven-year-old great-nephew. 

Cilka’s Journey TBB

Heather Morris 

9781785769139  €15.99  ____

Bonnier

In 1942 Cilka Klein is just sixteen years

old when she is taken to 

Auschwitz-Birkenau Concentration

Camp. The Commandant at Birkenau, 

Schwarzhuber, notices her long

beautiful hair, and forces her 

separation from the other women 

prisoners. Cilka learns quickly that

power, even unwillingly given, equals

survival.

England, late 1930s, and Alice Wright

- restless, stifled - makes an impulsive

decision to marry wealthy American

Bennett Van Cleve and leave her

home and family behind. But stuffy,

disapproving Baileyville, Kentucky,

where her husband favours work over

his wife and is dominated by his 

overbearing father, is not the 

adventure - or the escape - that she

hoped for.

Giver of Stars

Jojo Moyes 

9780718183233    €16.99  ____

Joseph (Michael)

*Two for the Road

Roddy Doyle

9781529112269   €9.99   _____

Ebury 

Another round of two pints from the

ever-brilliant, always hilarious 

imagination of Roddy Doyle 

Two men meet for a pint - or three - in a

Dublin pub. They chew the fat, set the

world to rights and mourn friends gone:

David Bowie, Prince, Princess Leia and

Young Frankenstein. Around them the

world of Brexit, Trump, and referendums

storm, but some things - good 

things - never change. 

In 1942 Cilka Klein is just sixteen years

old when she is taken to 

Auschwitz-Birkenau Concentration

Camp. The Commandant at Birkenau, 

Schwarzhuber, notices her long

beautiful hair, and forces her 

separation from the other women 

prisoners. Cilka learns quickly that

power, even unwillingly given, equals

survival.



Sun Sister

Lucinda Riley

9781509840144   €16.99    ____

Macmillan 

Minute to Midnight

David Baldacci

9781509874460   €18.10  ____

Macmillan

To the outside world, Electra D'Apliese

seems to be the woman with everything: 

Yet beneath the veneer, Electra's state of

mind has been rocked by the death of her

father, Pa Salt, the elusive billionaire who

adopted his six daughters from across the

globe. As those around her fear for her

health, Electra receives a letter from a

complete stranger who claims to be her

grandmother . . .

FICTION

*Three Little Truths

Eithne Shortall

9781786496195    €14.50 ____

Atlantic

Martha was a force of nature, but since

moving to Dublin under mysterious

circumstances, she can't seem to find

her footing. Robin was the 'it' girl in

school. Now she's back at her parents'

with her four-year-old. Edie longs for a

baby, the acceptance of her 

neighbours, and to find out why her

dream husband is oiding their dream

future.

*Great Beauty

Andrew O’Connor 

9781781997970   €15.99   ____

Poolbeg

Butterfly Room 

Lucinda Riley

9781529014969   €9.99   ____

Macmillan 

*Christmas Shopaholic

Sophie Kinsella

9781787631977   €15.99   ____

Bantam 

Posy is approaching herseventieth birthday.

Still living in her family home, Admiral

House, where she spent her own childhood 

catching butterflies with her beloved 

father, and raised her own children, Posy

knows she must make an agonizing 

decision. The house iscrumbling around

her, and Posy knows the time has come to

sell it.

Grand Union

Zadie Smith

9780241337035   €16.99  ____

Hamilton (Hamish)

My Sister The Serial Killer

Oyinkan Braithwaite

9781786495983   €9.99   ____

Atlantic

Lying Room

Nicci French 

9781471179242   €14.50   ____

S & S

Interleaving ten completely new and

unpublished stories with some of her

best-loved pieces from the New Yorker

and elsewhere, Zadie Smith presents a

dizzyingly rich and varied collection of

fiction. Moving across genres and 

perspectives, Grand Union is a sharply

alert and prescient collection about

time and place, identity and rebirth,

the persistent legacies that haunt our

present selves and the uncanny

futures that rush up to meet us.

When Korede's dinner is interrupted one

night by a distress call from her sister,

Ayoola, she knows what's expected of

her: bleach, rubber gloves, nerves of steel

and a strong stomach. This'll be the third

boyfriend Ayoola's dispatched in, quote,

self-defence and the third mess that her

lethal little sibling has left Korede to clear

away.  

THE BRAND NEW STANDALONE NOVEL

FROM THE MASTER OF PSYCHOLOGICAL

SUSPENSE

`You know a book's gripping when you

sneak away at any opportunity to read

it. Meticulously plotted, psychologically

astute' Sarah Vaughan

Neve Connolly looks down at a 

murdered man.

She doesn't call the police. 

Find Me

Andre Aciman 

9780571356492   €14.50   ____

Faber & Faber

In Find Me, Aciman shows us Elio's

father, Samuel, on a trip from Florence

to Rome to visit Elio, now a gifted 

classical pianist. A chance encounter on

the train upends Sami's visit and

changes his life forever. 

Elio soon moves to Paris, where he, too,

has a consequential affair, while Oliver,

a New England college professor with a

family, suddenly finds himself 

contemplating a return trip across the

Atlantic. 

No Mercy 

Martina Cole

9781472249418   €17.50   ____

Headline 

Diana Davis has been head of the

family business since the death of her

husband, an infamous bank robber.

She's a woman in a man's world, but

no one messes with her.

Her only son, Angus, is a natural born

villain, but he needs to earn Diana's

trust before she'll allow him into the

business.

Woman in the Window 

A.J. Finn 

9780008333324  €9.99   ____

Harper Collins

It's been ten months since Anna Fox

last left her home. Ten months during

which she has haunted the rooms of

her old New York house, lost in her

memories, too terrified to step

outside. Anna's lifeline to the real

world is her window, where she sits,

watching her neighbours. When the

Russells move in, Anna is instantly

drawn to them. 



Children’s Block The

Otto B Krauss

9781529105568   €9.99   ____

Ebury

So Lucky

Dawn O’Porter

9780008288624   €14.50  ____

Harper Collins 

Child’s Play

Danielle Steel  

9781509878017    €15.99   ____

Macmillan

FICTION

Kate Morgan is an esteemed Manhattan

lawyer. After losing her beloved husband

in a tragic accident, she's successfully

raised their three children

single-handedly. Now in their twenties,

she slightly smugly feels that they are

well set up to travel the path she

planned.  

Sentence is Death The

Anthony Horowitz

9781784757533   €9.99   ____

Vintage

Melmoth

Sarah Perry

9781788160674   €10.70 ____

Profile

Killing Commendatore 

Haruki Murakami

9781784707330     €11.50  ____

Vintage 

Of Blood and Bone

Nora Roberts

9780349415000   €10.70  ____

Abacus 

Mostly Hero

Anna Burns

9780571355822  € 5.99____

Faber & Faber

*Giacomo Joyce

James Joyce

9780571356881   €4.25  ____

Faber & Faber

Festive Spirits

Kate Atkinson 

9780857527127   €8.40  ____

Transworld 

Secret of Cold Hill The

Peter James

9781509816248  €16.99   ____

Macmillan 

Redemption

David Baldacci

9781509874415     €9.99    ____

Macmillan

IS ANYONE'S LIFE . . .AS PERFECT AS IT

LOOKS? Beth shows that women really

can have it all. Ruby lives life by her own

rules. And then there's Lauren, living the

dream. Beth hasn't had sex in a year.

Ruby feels like she's failing. Lauren's

happiness is fake news.And it just takes

one shocking event to make the truth

ccome tumbling out...

FBI consultant Amos Decker 

returns to the scene of a family

tragedy and is confronted by more

than just painful memories: A felon

on a mission. When Decker returns

to Burlington, Ohio, he is tracked

down by his first homicide arrest,

Meryl Hawkins, a man who still

maintains his innocence.

`You shouldn't be here. It's too

late...' These were Richard Pryce's

last words, overheard moments 

before the celeb divorce lawyer was

bludgeoned to death with a

GBP3,000 bottle of wine.

Strange circumstances pile up. Pryce

was teetotal, so why this bottle?

Why those words? Why did the killer

paint a number on his wall? 

One night in Prague, Helen meets her

friend Karel on the street. He tells her he

has come into possession of a 

mysterious old manuscript, filled with

personal testimonies that take them

from 17th-century England to wartime

Czechoslovakia, the streets of Manila,

and 1920s Turkey. All of them tell of

being followed by a silent woman in

black, with an unforgettable message. 

When a thirty-something portrait

painter is abandoned by his wife, he

holes up in the mountain home of a 

famous artist. The days drift by, spent

painting, listening to music and 

drinking whiskey in the evenings. But

then he discovers a strange painting in

the attic and unintentionally begins a

strange journey of self-discovery. 

Thirteen years ago, a 

catastrophic pandemic known as

The Doom killed billions. For

those left behind, it is a chance

to build a new world. But The

Doom was no ordinary virus. In

some survivors, it awoke strange

powers - to heal, to harm, even

to predict the future.  

Of course, of everybody of whom this

particular hero was suspicious, he was

most suspicious of femme fatale, of

this woman he was in love with. Even

before he discovered she had a spell on

him. Written by Anna Burns before she

completed her dazzling Man 

Booker-winning novel Milkman. 

The perfect Christmas gift: three festive

tales from the brilliant pen of Kate 

Atkinson.

The manuscript of 'Giacomo Joyce',

written in James Joyce's best 

handwriting and folded between the

covers of a school notebook, was 

discovered in Trieste. Most likely writ-

ten in 1914, some of it served as a re-

hearsal for passages in Ulysses.  

The Secret of Cold Hill by Peter James

is the spine-chilling follow-up to The

House on Cold Hill. Cold Hill House

has been razed to the ground by fire,

replaced with a development of 

ultra-modern homes. Gone with the

flames are the violent memories of

the house's history, and a new era

has begun.

Alex Ehren is a poet, a prisoner and a

teacher in block 31 in Auschwitz. He

spends his days trying to survive while

illegally giving lessons to his young

charges while shielding them as best

he can from the horrors of the camp.

But trying to teach the children is not

the only illicit activity that Alex is 

involved in. Alex is keeping a diary..



19th Christmas 

James Patterson

9781780899435    €15.99  ____

Cornerstone 

Christmas is coming, but crime never

stops for the Women's Murder Club. 

Sergeant Lindsay Boxer is looking

forward to spending time with her

family over the holidays. But when

she receives a tip-off that the biggest

heist ever to hit San Francisco is being

planned for Christmas Day, everything

changes. 

Full Throttle

Joe Hill

9781473219908   €16.50 ____

Gollancz

Eleven short stories from award-winning

author Joe Hill, building on the success of

his blockbuster novels. Some new, some

previously published, all terrifying. 

Includes FULL THROTTLE and IN THE TALL

GRASS, both collaborations with Stephen

King and both being filmed at the time of

writing. 

FICTION

Letter Marked Personal A

J.P. Donleavy

9781843516972    €15.00  ____

Lilliput Press

A Letter Marked Personal is J.P.

Donleavy's last novel, completed in

2007.  Tracing a journey from Nathan's

aspirational greed to his realization of

the pointlessness of his vanity, this is a

poignant story of an old man at the

end of his days, reflecting upon the 

futility of human wishes.

House of Ghosts A

W.C. Ryan 

9781785767111    €8.99   ____

Bonnier

At Blackwater Abbey, on an island off

the Devon coast, Lord Highmount has

arranged a spiritualist gathering to

contact his two sons who were lost in

the conflict. But as his guests begin to

arrive, it gradually becomes clear that

each has something they would rather

keep hidden. Soon one of their

number will die. 

Once Upon a River

Diane Setterfield 

9781784163631  €9.99   ____

Transworld

Adele

Leila Slimani

9780571331963  €9.99  ____

Faber & Faber

Salvation Lost

Peter F. Hamilton

9781447281368   €16.99   ____

Macmillan 

Beauchamp Hall

Danielle Steel 

9781509877690   €8.99  ____

Macmillan

On a dark midwinter's night in an 

ancient inn on the Thames, the

regulars are entertaining themselves

by telling stories when the door bursts

open and in steps an injured stranger.

In his arms is the drowned corpse of a

child. Hours later, the dead girl stirs,

takes a breath and returns to life. Is it a

miracle? Is it magic?

And who does the little girl belong to? 

In the twenty-third century, humanity

is enjoying a comparative utopia. Yet 

life on Earth is about to change, 

forever. Feriton Kane's investigative

team has discovered the worst threat

ever to face mankind - and we've

almost no time to fight back. 

Adele has a seemingly enviable life. She

is a respected journalist, living in a

flawless Paris apartment with her 

surgeon husband and their young son.

But beneath the veneer of 'having it all',

Adele is bored. She begins to orchestrate

her life around one-night stands and

extramarital affairs, arriving late to work

and lying to her husband about where

she's been, until her compulsions

threaten to consume her altogether.

An uplifting, inspiring story about taking

control of your life, by the world's

favourite storyteller, Danielle Steel. 

Winona Farmington can't help but feel

that life is passing her by in her 

backwater Michigan town. She hates her

job, and her boyfriend won't commit.

But she escapes the dreariness of 

everyday life with her favourite TV show,

Beauchamp Hall, an English period

drama. 

A man waits at a London airport for

Ingrid Ostermann, the love of his life,

to arrive. Across the Atlantic, a retired

NYPD cop waits in a bar in Florida's Key

West for his first date with the lady

who is, without question, his soulmate.

The two men are about to discover

they've been scammed out of almost

every penny they have in the 

world - and that neither women exist.

We've all done things we're ashamed

of . . . When Ava arrives at Brodie's

Watch, she thinks she has found the

perfect place to hide from her past.

Something terrible happened, 

something she is deeply ashamed of,

and all she wants is to forget. But the

old house on the hill both welcomes

and repels her and Ava quickly begins

to suspect she is not alone. Either that

or she is losing her mind. 

Izzie is looking forward to celebrating

Christmas on a relaxing yoga retreat. At

least, that is what she's telling her mother

and colleagues. In reality, she will be 

shutting herself away from the festive 

season, in her beautiful home she shared

with her beloved husband Sam until his

tragic death a few months ago -- with only

her grief for company. Then, there's a

knock at the door -- a stranger, stranded

by the bad weather. 

Meet the Augustts: Ma and Da, Jenny

and Jacob, and their no-nonsense

Granny Mae-Anne. 

Complicated as only families can be,

they are bound together by their love

for one another, and for a piping hot

bag of chips. When misfortune strikes

and Granny moves in, they learn to

understand each other anew through

new stories and old memories. 

*M for Mammy

Eleanor O’Reilly

9781473672376   €9.50  ____

Hodder 

Shape of Night The

Tess Gerritsen

9781787631656   €15.99   ____

Bantam

Dead at First Sight

Peter James

9781509816415    €9.99  ____

Macmillan 

Visitor The

Zoe Miller 

9781473664678   €8.99  ____

Hodder 



Benefit of Handsight 

Susan Hill 

9781784742799      €15.65   ____

Chatto

In this, the tenth Simon Serrailler

crime novel, Simon must engage with 

his own demons as Lafferton

struggles to cope with a series of

crimes that threaten the sanctity of

hearth and home. 

Dracul 

Dacre Stoker

9781784164423     €9.99 ____

Transworld

Inspired by the notes DRACULA's creator

left behind, Dracul is a riveting, 

heart-stoppingly scary novel of Gothic 

suspense . . . 

Dracul reveals not only the true origins

of Dracula himself, but also of his 

creator, Bram Stoker . . . and of the 

elusive, enigmatic woman who connects

them.

FICTION

Understudy The 

Sophie Hannah

9781529303926    €9.50   ____

Hodder 

Carolyn, Bronnie, Elise, and Kendall

are bound together by one 

thing - their four daughters are best

friends at the highly competitive Orla

Flynn Academy for the Performing

Arts.Imogen Curwood is a new girl at

the Academy and her behaviour is

odd from the start. On the day she

arrives, bad things start to happen. 

18th Abduction

James Patterson 

9781787461734   €9.99   ____

Random

Three missing women.

When three teachers disappear without

a trace, Sergeant Lindsay Boxer takes the

lead in the investigation. But with no

clues and no suspects, the odds of

finding the women alive are getting 

slimmer by the second. 

You Don’t Own me

Mary Higgins Clark

9781471167669  €8.99  ____

S & S

Black Sun

Owen Matthews

9781787631830   €15.65  ____

Bantam 

What Happens in Paradise

Elin Hilderbrand 

9781473677470    €16.50  ____

Hodder

*Galway Girl

Ken Bruen 

9781838933074   €18.10  ____

Head of Zeus 

Laurie and her team have uncovered

the worst of humanity over the years,

from the murder of a rich woman at

the Met Gala ball to the 

gunning-down of Laurie's own 

husband. And now Laurie and her

crew will be faced with their most 

difficult case yet...

Secret lives and new loves emerge in

the bright Caribbean sunlight . . .

A year ago, Irene Steele had the

shock of her life: her loving husband,

father to their grown sons and

successful businessman, was killed in

a plane crash. But that wasn't Irene's

only shattering news: he'd also been

leading a double life on the island of

St. John, where another woman

loved him, too. 

1961. Hidden deep within the forests

of central Soviet Russia is a place that

doesn't appear on any map: a city

called Arzamas-16. Here a community

of dedicated scientists, technicians

and engineers are building the most

powerful nuclear device the world will

ever see - three thousand times more

powerful than Hiroshima. 

The latest Jack Taylor novel from the 

Godfather of Irish noir. Jack Taylor has

never quite been able get his life

together, but now he has truly hit rock

bottom. Still reeling from a violent family

tragedy, Taylor is busy drowning his grief

in Jameson and uppers, as usual, when a

high-profile officer in the local Garda is

murdered. 

In Berlin in 1941 during humanity's

darkest hour, three unforgettable

young women must act with courage

and love to survive, from the New York

Times bestselling author of The 

Dovekeepers and The Marriage of 

Opposites Alice Hoffman. 

A startling and gripping novel, Suzy,

Suzy follows a teenage girl trying to

understand the chaos of her family

life. Suzy lives in a dysfunctional

household. She can't stand her

mother; her father is keeping secrets;

and her brother only seems to egg

on their parents' erratic and 

unpredictable behaviour. 

Ellen Parr has always been sure she never

wanted children. But when she finds a

young girl asleep and unclaimed at the

back of a bus fleeing the Blitz, everything

she once believed is overturned.As she

takes Pamela into her home, the little girl

cracks open the past Ellen thought she

had escaped and the future she thought

she wanted, for in uncertain times it

seems the only certainty is love.

July, 1981. London. Shy, working-class

Steven finds solace in beauty. Eighteen

years old, he dreams of being a

fashion designer. He's also gay, maybe

he hasn't decided yet. There's a lot

Steven isn't sure about, like whether

he hates himself or thinks he's 

amazing.

Royals

Emma Forrest 

9781408895412  €14.99   ____

15.70 

Suzy Suzy

William Wall 

9781788545518    €9.99  ____

Head of Zeus 

World That We Knew The

Alice Hoffman

9781471185830   €14.50    ____

S & S

We Must be Brave 

Frances Liardet

9780008280154    €9.99  ____

Harper Collins



Topeka School The

Ben Lerner

9781783785728   €14.50   ____

Granta

Deftly shifting perspectives and time

periods, The Topeka School is a story

about the challenges of raising a

good son in a culture of toxic 

masculinity. It is also a prehistory of

the present: the collapse of public

speech, the tyranny of trolls and the

new right, and the ongoing crisis of

identity among white men.

FICTION

Red Snow

Will Dean

9781786076175   €10.70   ____

Oneworld

Red Snow is the eagerly awaited 

follow-up to Dark Pines, selected for

ITV's Zoe Ball Book Club.  Two Bodies.

One suicide. One cold-blooded 

murder. Are they connected? And

who's really pulling the strings in the

small Swedish town of Gavrik?

Homeland: Faber Stories

Barbara Kingsolver

9780571355983   €4.25   ____

Vintage 

What is it to pursue a goal, to strive for

an ideal, to follow a dream? These are

the questions explored by The Balvenie

in this unique collection compiled by

award-winning novelist Alex Preston.

The stories - from some of the brightest

and most exciting voices writing 

today - tell of determination, endeavour

and perseverance against the odds.

Out of Sight

James Patterson 

9781787462212   €8.99   ____

Random

My Lovely Wife

Samantha Downing

9781405939300   €9.50   ____

Penguin BBC

Deserter The

Nelson DeMille 

9780751565737     €18.10   ____

Warner

Stranger Inside The

Lisa Unger 

9781848457072    €8.99  ____

Mira

After a harrowing tour in Afghanistan,

intelligence officer Amy Cornwall is

eager to return home to her husband

and their young daughter. But as soon

as she steps into the house, she

knows that something is terribly

wrong.Her Family is Missing. 

You committed the perfect crime. But

someone knows the truth.

You followed the trial obsessively. 

You know he's guilty and can't believe

he got away with it.

But someone is determined to see 

justice done.

When Gloria's great-grandmother, Green

Leaf, left her home in Tennessee, it was

with a man on a stolen horse. She was

one of the fugitive bands of Cherokee

who'd resisted capture long ago. Decades

later, her family takes Great Mam on a

road trip home. But the place that holds

the scattered bones of her ancestors is no

longer the land she remembers. 

This is a story about a married couple.

They met, fell in love, had two beautiful

children. So far, so ordinary. 

But they have a very dark secret. 

It's a story with a twist. And then 

another. And another. 

Discover a brilliant story of love, danger,

courage and betrayal, from the 

internationally bestselling author of The

Survivors.

1953, the South of France. The fragile

peace between the West and Soviet

Russia hangs on a knife edge. And one

family has been torn apart by secrets

and conflicting allegiances.

'Cixin Liu is the author of your next

favourite sci-fi novel' WIRED. Eight

years ago and eight light years away, a

supermassive star died. 

Tonight, a supernova tsunami of high

energy will finally reach Earth. Dark

skies will shine bright as a new star

blooms in the heavens and within a

year everyone over the age of thirteen

will be dead, their chromosomes 

irreversibly damaged. 

Supernova Era The

Cixin Liu

9781788542395   €16.99   ____

Head of Zeus

Guardian of Lies The

Kate Furnivall 

9781784758653    €9.65  ____

Vintage

When Declan Lorne, the last 

remaining knight in Ireland, dies 

suddenly, an ancient title passes with

him. But his estate on Ireland's rugged

south-west coast is left to his three

daughters. The two eldest, Ottie and

Pip, inherit in line with expectations,

but to everyone's surprise - and

dismay - it is the errant baby of the

family, Willow, who gets the castle.

Christmas Party The

Karen Swan

9781529006063   €8.99 ____

Macmillan

Military cop Scott Brodie is the guy

you send in when the other guys can't

solve a case. Now he's on the hunt for

a dangerous ex-Delta Force deserter

named Kyle Mercer, and may have

met his match.The brand new novel

from America's Greatest Living Thriller

Writer.

In The Time We Lost 

Carrie Hope Fletcher

9780751571257    €14.99  ____

Warner

Pursuit 

Alex Preston 

9781786899019   €14.99  ____

Canongate



End of the Ocean

Maja Lunde

9781471175527    €14.50  ____

S & S

From the author of the #1

international bestseller The History

of Bees, a captivating new novel

about the threat of a worldwide

water shortage as seen through the

eyes of a father and daughter. 

Godmother The

Hannelore Cayre

9781910400968    €10.85 ____

Old Street

Meet Patience Portefeux - widowed

mother of two, fluent Arabic speaker,

upstanding French citizen... and soon to

become The Godmother. She knows

she's just a footsoldier in a senseless

politicians' war against high-grade

hashish, a tiny cog in the state

machinery of racism and repression.

But it'salways paid the bills - until now.

FICTION

Good Liar The Film Tie-In

Nicholas Searle

9780241987001   €10.70   ____

HodderHamilton (Hamish)

Roy is a conman living in a small 

English town, about to pull off his final

con. He is going to meet and woo a

beautiful woman. He will swiftly move

in with her and together they will live

the seemingly calm life of a retired 

couple - Then he will slip away with her

life savings.

Lethal Agent

Vince Flynn

9781471170720   €14.50  ____

S & S

The head of ISIS, Sayid Halabi, survived

Mitch Rapp's attack on him, but while

he convalesced, he plotted. Once

healed, Halabi kidnaps a brilliant Yemeni

microbiologist and forces him to 

produce anthrax. ISIS releases videos of

his progress and uses them to stir up

hysteria in the States in the midst of an

extremely divisive presidential election.

Wolf and the Watchman The

Niklas Natt och Dag

9781473682146   €10.70   ____

Hodder 

Wolf Pack

C.J. Box 

9781788549257  €9.99  ____

Head of Zeus

Starve Acre

Andrew Michael Hurley

9781529387261   €14.99   ____

Hodder

King of Kings

Wilbur Smith 

9781785768477    €9.99 ____

Bonnier

The year is 1793, Stockholm. King

Gustav of Sweden has been

assassinated, years of foreign wars

have emptied the treasuries, and the

realm is governed by a self-interested

elite, leaving its citizens to suffer. On

the streets, malcontent and paranoia

abound.

The worst thing possible has 

happened. Richard and Juliette

Willoughby's son, Ewan, has died 

suddenly at the age of five. Starve

Acre, their house by the moors, was to

be full of life, but is now a haunted

place. This is a devastating novel about

the way in which grief splits the world

in two and how, in searching for hope,

we can so easily unearth horror.

THE HUNT IS ON. The good news is that

Joe Pickett has his job back. The bad

news is that Wyoming's Twelve Sleep

County game warden is only days away

from the most dangerous predators he's

ever faced.

An epic story of love, betrayal, courage

and war that brings together two of

Wilbur Smith's greatest families in this

long-awaited sequel to his worldwide

bestseller, The Triumph of the Sun.

Cairo, 1887. A beautiful September day.

Penrod Ballantyne and his fiancee,

Amber Benbrook, stroll hand in hand.

The future is theirs for the taking.

How well do you know your 

girlfriend? How well do you know

your loverHow well do you know

yourself? Daniel and Victoria are to-

gether. They're trying for a baby. Ruby

is in prison, convicted of assault on an 

abusive partner.

VERITY WOLF dreams of being a 

poet-not that she'd ever admit it to

anyone. Her best friend, Jess, thinks

she's definitely got what it takes, while

her cat, Zorro, is characteristically 

indifferent. As for the cute boy she's

just met, he's about to discover her

best kept secret.

Poemsia A Novel

Lang Leav 

9781524851071   €14.50   ____

Andrews McMeel

This Little Dark Place

A.S. Hatch

9781788162029    €15.65  ____

Profile 

The only official and definitive guide

to the biggest TV series in the world.

Delve deeper into Westeros than ever

before. . .

Covering all eight seasons of the hit

HBO show, this remarkable volume 

offers a unique and exciting visual

exploration into the incredible world

of Game of Thrones.

Game of Thrones 

Myles McNutt

9780241355510    €23.99  ____

Hamilton (Hamish)

Isaiah Quintabe has never been more

successful, or felt more alone. A series

of high-profile wins in his hometown

of East Long Beach have made him so

notorious that he can hardly go to the

corner store without being 

recognized. So when a young painter

approaches IQ for help tracking down

her missing mother, it's not just the

case Isaiah's looking for, but the

human connection. 

Wrecked

Joe Ide 

9781474608916    €10.70  ____

Weidenfeld 



*Rewrite the Stars 

Emma Heatherington

9780008355630    €8.99  ____

Harper Collins

It's never too late to say I love you...

A stunning Christmas romance for

fans of Josie Silver and Jojo Moyes

FICTION

*Irelands Own 

Phil Murphy 

9781916449442    €14.99   ____

Gill



With historic reportage and landmark

fashion shoots in far-flung locales like

India, Iran, Morocco, Bali, Vogue on

Location captures important moments

in both travel and fashion history. An

essential addition to any Vogue lover's

shelf, Vogue on Location is sure to 

inspire a sense of fantasy and flight.

Vogue on Location

Vogue 

9781419732713   €52.00  ____

Abrams

NON FICTION

*Lost to Ireland 

Maire Mullan

9781782189138     €16.99   ____

Columba

*Glenstal Abbey 

Valerie O’Sullivan 

9781782183631    €24.99   ____

Columba

The official companion to the hit TV

show, Peaky Blinders. Packed full of 

behind-the-scenes stories and 

interviews with the cast and creators of

the show, By Order of the Peaky 

Blinders is the first official book to take

fans to the shadowy corners of 

dark-hearted TV series.

By Order of the Peaky Blinders 

Matt Allen 

9781789291650   €24.10  ____

O’Mara Books 

Morning Glory on the Vine 

Joni Mitchell

9781786898586   €35.99  ____

Canongate 

The Ultimate Guide to Friends is your

must-have, 100% unofficial companion to

the hit 90's TV show. Featuring all ten 

seasons, character profiles, Chick and

Duck, category awards, Smelly Cat, the

Holiday Armadillo, guest stars and endless

Friends facts, The Ultimate Guide to

Friends is packed with content for Friends

fans. What is Chandler Bing's job? ... Well,

you'll find the answer to this question and

much, much more in The Ultimate Guide

to Friends!

The Ultimate Guide to Friends

Malcolm Mackenzie 

9781405295963      €11.50  ____

Egmont

Glastonbury 50 is the authorised, 

behind-the-scenes, inside story of the

music festival that has become a true

global phenomenon.

Glastonbury 50

Francis Brennan 

9780717181346   €14.99 ____

Gill 

The Hero 

Lee Child 

9780008355784   €8.99  ____

Harper Collins 

The Beautiful Ones 

Prince

9781780899176    €28.50    ____

Cornerstone

From Prince himself comes the brilliant

coming-of-age-and-into-superstardom

story of one of the greatest artists of all

time-featuring never-before-seen 

photos, original scrapbooks and lyric

sheets, and the exquisite memoir he

began writing before his tragic death.

In celebration of the runaway hit Netflix

series Stranger Things, Printed In Blood

is proud to present the latest release in

their ongoing series of artbooks.

Visions from the Upside Down

9781529124439    €28.50  ____

Ebury 

*Winter Pages Vol 5

Curlew 

9780993302947    €40.00  ____

Curlew Editions 

*Ordinary Women & Other Poems

Kathleen Watkins

9780717186426    €14.99 ____

Gill

This personal, curated collection of

favourite poems from Kathleen is a small

but perfectly formed anthology, covering

the best of Irish poets including Brendan

Kennelly, Padraic Colum, Seamus Heaney,

Rita Ann Higgins, Carol Ann Duffy, Eavan

Boland, Patrick Kavanagh, Mary Dorcey,

WB Yeats, Francis Ledwidge and Paula

Meehan.



The Flame 

Leonard Cohen 

9781786893147     €17.50     ____

Canongate 

The Flame is the final work from Leonard

Cohen, the revered poet and musician

whose fans span generations and whose

work is celebrated throughout the world.

Featuring poems, excerpts from his 

private notebooks, lyrics, and 

hand-drawn self-portraits, The Flame 

offers an intimate look inside the life and

mind of a singular artist.

NON FICTION

*Skelligs Haul

Mary  S Thompson

9781843517672    €15.00   ____

Liliput Press

*Very Best of (Billy Keane)

Billy Keane 

9781916086302    €14.99  ____

Ballpoiny Press

Set Me on Fire 

Ella Risbridger 

9780857526267    €17.50  ____

Transword 

Harry Potter and the Cursed Child 

Harry Potter Productions

9780751576108    €42.20   ____

Warner 

Skelligs Haul is a generous compilation

of Michael Kirby's prose and poetry,

appealing for his simple, elegant style,

his knowledge of unique local lore, and

his inimitable observations. 

With stunning photography, insightful

interviews and never-before-seen

sketches, notes, candid backstage 

photos and more, this full-colour

deluxe edition offers readers

unparalleled access to this unique

production, and is a beautiful gift for

Harry Potter fans and theatre-lovers

alike.

A collection of newspapers columns from

a writer who sees extraordinary deeds in

day-to-day living

*The Boundless and Miraculous 

Larry Stapelton

9781916099814    €19.95  ____

Liffey Press 

Last Christmas 

Greg Wise 

9781529404227    €17.50  ____

Quercus 

The perfect gift book, featuring the

writing of Meryl Streep, Bill Bailey,

Emilia Clarke, Olivia Colman, Caitlin

Moran, Richard Ayoade, Emily 

Watson and others, to coincide with

the upcoming movie Last Christmas,

starring Emma Thompson, Emilia

Clarke and Henry Golding.

What Happened 

Hanif Kureishi

9780571352050    €18.99  ____

Faber & Faber 

What Happened? is Hanif Kureishi's

new collection of essays and fiction.

No topic is too fringe or too 

mainstream for this insatiable-and

much-loved-author. 

Tall Tales and Wee Stories 

Billy Connolly

9781529361346    €16.99 ____

Hodder

*Camoflage 

Eoin Larkin 

9781911613459    €22.50  ____

Reach Sport 

Eight times an All-Ireland winner with

Kilkenny and each of them as a starting

player - a record matched by Christy

Ring, John Doyle and JJ Delaney and 

bettered only by Henry Shefflin in 

hurling history - he stands proudly

alongside the legends of the game.

I,Robot 

Peter Crouch 

9781529104622    €16.99  ____

Ebury 

*You Shot My Dog and I Love You 

Anonymous

9781781177211    €16.99  ____

Mercier Press

Love you is written anonymously.

`My parents were now dabbling with

drugs and Southern Comfort, even

going so far as to put a selection of

hallucinogens into my bottle to 

witness the effects for their own

amusement. Ionly know this because

my mum made no attempt to hide it,

often speaking openly

about their experiments with my milk

supply. 



Charlie

Paul Fitzpatrick

9781999830694     €14.99     ____

Ballpoint Press

Cavan's Charlie Gallagher was the GAA's

George Best of the swinging sixties. A

scholar with style, he was a graduate who

dressed in sharp suits and drove a red

Sunbeam Rapier. Like the Manchester

United idol away from the arena, Charlie

faced many varied challenges which

followed him to his untimely death in

1989.

NON FICTION

Hell is Round the Corner

Tricky 

9781788702294   €15.70 ____

Bonnier

The Skelper and Me is no ordinary

memoir. It is a triumph of working

class resolve and resilience over the

last bastion of Empire. 

*Royal Blood 

Martin O’Connell

9781910827109    €20.00  ____

Hero Books 

You’ll Never See Daylight Again 

Michaella McCollum

9781786068804    €14.50  ____

John Blake 

The gritty prison memoir of Michaella

McCollum, one half of the infamous

'Peru Two', imprisoned in a Peruvian

jail for attempting to smuggle 11kg of

cocaine from Peru to Madrid in August

2013.

*Shooting & Cutting 

Stephen Bradley 

9781781176764    €14.99   ____

Mercier Press

*I am Enough 

Gary Cunningham 

9781916099838    €9.95  ____

Liffey Press

I Am C-3P0

Anthony Daniels 

9780241420737    €14.50  ____

Hamilton 

Engaging, intimate and moving, this is

the life story of an exceptional journalist

and broadcaster who over decades has

expertly revealed to us history in the

making.

Fast Foward 

Andrew Cole 

9781529304961    €16.99   ____

Hodder 

In I am C-3PO- The Inside Story, Daniels

candidly relays his humorous, 

unvarnished, and extraordinary story as

the man inside the machine, providing

fresh new insights for even the most

die-hard of Star Wars fans.

*Skelper & Me 

Tony Doherty 

9781781176733    €12.99   ____

Mercier Press

Fast Forward is a thought-provoking

and gripping autobiography about 

Andrew Cole's determination to 

succeed against all the odds.

Improbable Life 

Trevor McDonald 

9781474614764   €18.10  ____

Weidenfeld

How to be an F1 Driver 

Jenson Button 

9781788702621   €18.10  ____

Bonnier 

*Anseo 

Una-Minh Kavanagh 

9781848407497  €12.95

New Island 



That Day Changed My Life 

Caitlin McBride 

9781785302657     €16.99     ____

Black & White 

There are stories of cancelled weddings

and coming out, stories of leaps of faith

and determined entrepreneurship.

Stories too of crazy highs, such as 

winning the Heineken Cup or being

elected into office! All are united by a

strength in adversity, feelings of

courage and resilience, and an ability to

find humour in the darkest places.

NON FICTION

*My Wife is Married to a Feckin Eejit

Bernard O’Shea

9780717183876    €16.99   ____

Gill

Twas The Nightshift Before Christmas 

Adam Kay

9781529018585    €11.50 ____

Macmillan

Do the Birds Still Sing in Hell

Horace Greasley 

9781789461619     €9.99 ____

John Blake 

The Last Footman 

Gillies Macbain

9781843517658    €20.00  ____

Lilliput PRESS

Christmas is coming, the goose is 

getting fat . . . but 1.4 million NHS staff

are heading off to work. In this perfect

present for anyone who has ever set

foot in a hospital, Adam Kay delves back

into his diaries for a hilarious, horrifying

and sometimes heartbreaking peek 

behind the blue curtain at 

Christmastime.

An irresistible story told by a charming

storyteller, this memoir sheds light on

an era of Irish domestic industry, and

Irish social history, that has all but been

forgotten.

Between the Stops 

Sandi Toksvig 

9780349006383    €18.10  ____

Abacus 

The Book of Gutsy Women 

Hilary Rodham Clinton 

9781471166990    €22.50  ____

24.10

Hillary Rodham Clinton and her

daughter, Chelsea, share the stories

of the gutsy women who have 

inspired them-women with the

courage to stand up to the status

quo, ask hard questions, and get the

job done.

Black Like Me 

John Howard Griffin

9781788164528    €12.00   ____

Profile 

One of the best-known accounts of

racial injustice in Jim Crow-era America. 

Embraced by some and fiercely 

criticised by others, its legacy sixty

years on remains problematic, but

Black Like Me nevertheless stands 

as a fascinating document of its times.

Shine 

Discover a Brighter You 

9781529124477    €24.50  ____

Ebury 

Lorraine has been a fixture on our TV

screens for 35 years and is beloved by

thousands for her warmth and 

down-to-earth interviewing style.

Whatever life throws at her, she 

always manages to keep that 

signature twinkle in her eye. Now,

she's ready to share her life lessons.

Jeff Buckley - His Own Voice 

Mary Guibert 

9781788400077    €35.99  ____

Cassell

Pre order and become one of the first

to read the official biography of late

singer Jeff Buckley. Includes never 

before seen hand written journals and

diaries.

Me: Elton John Official Autobioraphy 

Elton John 

9781509853311    €28.50  ____

Macmillan

In his first and only official 

autobiography, music icon Elton John 

reveals the truth about his 

extraordinary life, which is also the 

subject of the film Rocketman. 

*Barefoot Pilgrimage 

Andrea Corr

9780008321307    €14.50   ____

Harper Collins 

Andrea Corr’s Barefoot Pilgrimage is a

compelling and honest memoir.

In part, an exercise in coming to terms

with and making sense of life and 

mortality following the loss of a

beloved father; in part, a reflection on

an unlikely journey with her siblings

through the music industry; in part, a

meditation on family, on music, and on

creativity; and, in part, a shout-out for

love and for hope.

This long-awaited memoir from one of

Britain's best-loved celebrities - a

writer, broadcaster, activist, comic on

stage, screen and radio for nearly forty

years, presenter of QI and Great British

Bake Off star - is an autobiography with

a difference: as only Sandi Toksvig can

tell it.



Wham! George & Me 

Andrew Rideley 

9780241385814     €16.99     ____

Hamilton

For the first time, Andrew Ridgeley - one

half of one of the most famous bands in

the world - tells the inside story of Wham!,

his life-long friendship with George

Michael and the formation of a band that

changed the shape of the music scene in

the early eighties.

NON FICTION

Home Work

Julie Andrews 

9781474602174    €17.50    ____

Vintage 

Who Am I Again

Lenny Henry 

9780571342600    €16.99 ____

Faber & Faber 

I Carried a Watermelon

Katy Brand 

9780008352790     €14.50 ____

Harper Collins 

This Will Only Hurt a Little 

Busy Phillips 

9780751575224    €10.70  ____

Warner 

In this follow-up to her critically 

acclaimed and bestselling memoir

Home, the enchanting Julie Andrews

picks up her story with her arrival in

Hollywood, sharing the career 

highlights, personal experiences and

reflections behind her astonishing 

career, including such classics as Mary

Poppins, The Sound of Music,

Victor/Victoria and many others.

A collection of humorous, 

autobiographical essays from actress

and breakout star of Instagram stories,

Busy Philipps.

I Carried a Watermelon is a love story to

Dirty Dancing. A warm, witty and 

accessible look at how Katy Brand’s 

life-long obsession with the film has 

influenced her own attitudes to sex, love,

romance, rights and responsibilities.

Big Sister Little Sister Red Sister

Jung Chang

9781910702796    €16.99  ____

Vintage 

*Bruised Never Broken

Phil Coulter 

9780717184132    €19.99 ____

Gill

The Hard Way

Mark Billingham

9781471186745    €14.50 ____

S&S

The Hard Way details Billy’s story thus

far, but will also educate and enthral

those wishing to seek a challenge and

conquer it – the SAS way.

*Thatcher’s Spy 

Willie Carlin 

9781785372858    €16.95  ____

Merrion (IAP)

In Thatcher's Spy, the Cold War meets

Northern Ireland's Dirty War in the 

remarkable real-life story of a deep

under-cover British intelligence agent,

a man now doomed forever to look

over his shoulder. . .

The Pianist of Yarmouk

Aeham Ahmad

9780241347522    €11.70   ____

Hamilton (Hamish)

One morning in war-torn Damascus, a

starving man drags a piano into a 

rubbled street. Everything he once knew

has been destroyed by war. Amidst ruin

and despair, he begins to play. He plays

of love and hope, he plays for his family

and his fellow Syrians. He plays even

though he could be killed for doing so.

Life Undercover 

Amaryllis Fox

9781785039133    €17.50   ____

Ebury 

In this explosive first-hand account –

filled with suspense and plot twists to

rival Carrie Mathison in Homeland – Life

Undercover is an edgy story of an 

undercover CIA operative, hunting the

world’s most dangerous terrorists, using

deception and disguises and dead drops

in the night in order to protect our

streets. 

Letter to My Younger Self 

Jane Graham 

9781788702324    €20.50   ____

Bonnier

This collection of 100 of the most 

incredible letters includes Paul 

McCartney writing on how he found 

inspiration, Olivia Colman on 

overcoming confidence problems, Mo

Farah on the importance of losing, and

many, many more, including Rod 

Stewart, Margaret Atwood, Buzz Aldrin,

Tracey Emin, Michael Palin, Melanie C,

Dionne Warwick and Ewan McGregor.

Big Sister, Little Sister, Red Sister is a

gripping story of love, war, exile, 

intrigue, glamour and betrayal, which

takes us on a monumental journey,

from Canton to Hawaii and New York,

from exiles' quarters in Japan and Berlin

to secret meeting rooms in Moscow,

and from the compounds of the 

Communist elite in Beijing to the 

corridors of power in democratic 

Taiwan.

A child of the Jamaican diaspora, Lenny

Henry was one of seven children in a

boisterous, complicated family. With

honesty, tenderness and a glorious

sense of humour, he conducts a jam

session of memories - growing up in the

Black Country, puberty, school, 

friendship, family secrets and

unashamed racism.



My Brother Muhammad Ali 

Rahaman Ali

9781789461718     €22.50     ____

John Blake 

In this extraordinary, poignant memoir,

Rahaman tells a much bigger and more

personal story than in any other book

on the great man - that of two brothers,

almost inseparable from birth to death.

It is the final and most important 

perspective on one of the most iconic

figures of the last century.

NON FICTION

*Hooligan

Patrick Holohan

9780717186280    €17.99    ____

Gill

*All In 

Jamie Heaslip 

9780717185979    €22.99  ____

Gill

*Game Changer

Cora Staunton

9781848272606     €11.50 ____

Transworld Ireland 

*Ask a Footballer 

James Milner 

9781529404951    €17.50  ____

Quercus

Why enter the octagon knowing you

might never leave? For Holohan, it

would take a journey to the summit

of his sport, and a high-profile fall

from grace, to unravel the answer to

that question and, with it, finally find

some measure of redemption. This is

his story.

In this book, I explain how a footballer's

working week unfolds - what we eat

and how we prepare for matches 

technically, tactically, mentally and

physically - and talk you through the

ups and downs of a matchday. I reveal

my penalty-taking techniques, half-time

team talks and the differences between

playing against Lionel Messi, Wilfried

Zaha and Jimmy Bullard.

Cora Staunton is an iconic figure in the

world of modern GAA. In this 

ground-breaking autobiography, she 

reveals her extraordinary journey from

teenage rookie to the highest-scoring 

forward in the history of Ladies Gaelic

Football. Since making her senior 

inter-county debut for Mayo at just 

thirteen years of age, Cora has become a

feared and respected opponent on any

pitch.

Survive. Drive. Win HB

Nick Fry 

9781786498908    €21.99  ____

Atlantic 

George Best A Memoir 

Michael Parkinson

9781473675704    €10.70 ____

Hodder 

There have been many books written

about George, but here, Michael

Parkinson combines his professional

and personal knowledge of George

with his classic and much loved 

writing style to produce a new, and 

interesting biography of a football and

cultural icon.

The Globalist 

John Walsh 

9780008327613    €22.50  ____

Harper Collins 

THE GLOBALIST is the first in-depth 

biography of an international 

power-broker who was instrumental

in shaping the global economy that

we know today.

Insane Mode 

Hamish McKenise 

9780571327676      €12.50   ____

Faber & Faber 

Insane Mode is the astounding story of

the most revolutionary car company

since Ford, revealing how, under Elon

Musk's leadership, it is bringing to an

end the era of gasoline-powered trans-

portation.

Pressue Game 

Kevin McStay 

9781910827086    €20.00  ____

Hero Books 

Stuff That Changed the World 

Simon Tierney

9781912514526    €14.99   ____

Mentor Trade 

Here, in a frank and stirring account of

his years on rugby’s front line, Heaslip

recalls the events, wisdom and 

personalities that helped craft his 

winning mindset and vault Ireland to

the summit of world rugby.

Survive. Drive. Win TPB

Nicky Fry 

9781838950576    €18.10   ____

Atlantic 



* Irish Cinemas 

Jim Kennan

9780955068393     €25.00     ____

Robert Towes 

NON FICTION

*Dublin Moving Fast 

Michael Branagan

9781916492264    €35.00  ____

Wordwell

*History of Ireland in 100 Words 

Sharon Arbuthnot 

9781911479185    €19.99  ____

Royal Irish Academy 

*Irish Lighthouses 

Sharma Krauskoph

9781847581822     €12.99 ____

Appletree Press

*Shadow War

Joseph O’Connell

9781916137509    €18.99  ____

Eastwood Books 

Michael Collins and the Politics of 

Violence. Insurgencies are as 

psychological and political as much as

military. In the War of Independence,

the Irish needed to remain active for

longer than the nerves of liberal Britain

could stand, and they succeeded. Irish

governance, rather than military 

victory, was always the goal.

*Kilkenny City of Heritage 

Pat Dargan 

9781916137516     €16.99 ____

Eastwood Books 

*Being Irish 

Clare O’Dea

9781912514519    €14.99 ____

Mentor Trade Books 

*Through Her Eyes 

Clodagh Finn 

9780717183197    €19.99 ____

Gill

This remarkable book provides an 

account of the history of Ireland like

we’ve never seen before. Told through

the prism of the lives of twenty-one 

extraordinary women, it offers an 

alternative vision of Irish history, one

that puts the spotlight on women

whose contributions have been 

forgotten or overlooked.

*Birth of the Border

Cormac Moore 

9781785372933    €22.95   ____

Merion IAP

Very little has been written on the 

actual effects of partition, the-day-to-

day implications, and the complex

ways that society, north and south,

was truly and meaningfully affected.

Birth of the Border: The Impact of 

Partition in Ireland is the most com-

prehensive account to date on the

far-reaching effects of the 

partitioning of Ireland and its impact.

The Catalpa Rescue 

Peter Fitzsimons

9781472131348    €17.50   ____

S&S

Told with FitzSimons' trademark 

combination of arresting history and 

storytelling verve, The Catalpa Rescue is

a tale of courage and cunning, the fight

for independence and the triumph of

good men, against all odds.

*On the Banks of the Dodder 

Walsh & O’Brien

9781847171337    €29.99   ____

O’Brien Press 

Take a trip along the Dodder and see the

two suburbs nestling on its banks. The

growth and development of both 

Rathgar and Churchtown, on opposite

banks of the river, given an intimate view

on the development of Dublin and 

Ireland through the centuries: from fields

and farms to the densely-populated,

busy suburbs of the 21st century. 

Eight Days at Yalta

Diana Preston 

9781509868742    €28.50   ____

Macmillan

Meticulously researched and vividly

written, Eight Days at Yalta is a 

remarkable work of intense historical

drama.

This book tells a history of Ireland

through the examination of 100 key

words from the Royal Irish Academy's

Dictionary of the Irish Language, the

most comprehensive dictionary of Irish

in existence.



Priests de la Resistance 

The Revd Fergus Butler-Gallie

9781786076724     €15.70     ____

Oneworld 

In this spellbinding new collection, the

Reverend Fergus Butler-Gallie, 

bestselling author of A Field Guide to

the English Clergy, presents fifteen men

and women who dared to stand up to

fascism, proving that some hearts will

never be conquered.

NON FICTION

The Elite 

Ranulph Fiennes

9781471156625    €16.99  ____

S&S

*Children of the Troubles 

Joe Duffy 

9781473697355    €28.50 ____

Hodder 

*Tribe 

Caitriona Perry 

9780717184828     €19.99 ____

Gill

Behind the Enigma 

John Ferris 

9781526605474    €18.10 ____

Bloomsbury 

Five thousand years of military 

history. The best elite unites that

have fought across the globe. Their

story told by acclaimed adventurer

and ex-SAS officer, Ranulph Fiennes.

The first authorised history of GCHQ,

celebrating 100 years of Britain's most

secretive intelligence agency, written

with unprecedented access to classified

archives. 

From JFK to Trump, Irish American 

voters have played a pivotal role in US

politics, but is their influence on the

wane? The Tribe provides a definitive,

clear-eyed look at Irish American 

voters.

*Brokering the Good Friday Agreement 

Mary E.Daly

9781911479093    €20.00    ____

Royal Irish Academy

Midnigth at Chernobyl

Adam Higginbottham

9780552172899    €11.70  ____

Corgi Books 

Midnight In Chernobyl is an indelible

portrait of history's worst nuclear 

disaster, of human resilience and 

ingenuity and the lessons learned

when mankind seeks to bend the 

natural world to his will - lessons

which, in the face of climate change

and other threats - remain not just

vital but necessary.

War on Peace 

Ronan Farrow 

9780007575657    €11.99 ____

Harper Collins

Drawing on newly unearthed 

documents, and richly informed by 

rare interviews with warlords, 

whistle-blowers, and policymakers - 

including every living secretary of

state from Henry Kissinger to Hillary

Clinton to Rex Tillerson - War on Peace

makes a powerful case for an 

endangered profession.

Brexit Volume 3 

Tim Shipman 

9780008308957    €18.99   ____

Harper Collins 

The unmissable account of Brexit,

from political insider and bestselling

author of All Out War, Tim Shipman.

*Burned 

Sam McBride 

9781785372698    €18.95   ____

Merrion IAP 

Without Apology 

Jenny Brown 

9781788735841    €13.20   ____

Verso

With an anti-abortion majority on the

Supreme Court, and several states with

only one abortion clinic, many 

reproductive rights activists are on the

defensive, hoping to hold on to 

abortion in a few places and cases. This

spirited book shows how we can start

winning again.

All the Presidents Women

Barry Levine 

9781409196884    €18.10   ____

Orion

Based on groundbreaking original 

reporting, an extensive new look at

Donald Trump's relationships with

women, revealing new accusations of

sexual misconduct, exploring the roots

of his alleged predatory behavior, and

illustrating how Trump's presidency has

helped catalyze the #MeToo movement

and revitalize women's activism.

Irish civil servants and political advisers

reveal their role in the Northern Ireland

peace process. Their testimonies evoke

a strong sense of the highly sensitive

political environment in which they

worked.

Based on original interviews with 

almost one hundred families, as well as

extensive archival research, this unique

book includes many children who have

never been publicly acknowledged as

victims of the Troubles, and draws a

compelling social and cultural picture of

the era.



The Body 

Bill Bryson

9780857522412     €16.99     ____

Transworld 

A wonderful successor to A Short 

History of Nearly Everything, this new

book is an instant classic. It will have

you marvelling at the form you occupy,

and celebrating the genius of your exis-

tence, time and time again.

NON FICTION

Seven Worlds One Planet 

Johnny Keeling  

9781785944123    €28.50  ____

BBC

*Stories from the Deep 

Ken O’Sullivan  

9780717186525    €16.99  ____

Gill

The Twelve Birds of Christmas 

Stephen Moss

9781529110104     €12.99 ____

Ebury 

Eight Master Lessons of Nature 

Gary Ferguson 

9780857525789    €11.70 ____

Transworld 

From the jungle of the Congo or the

majestic Himalayas to the densely

populated wilds of Europe or the

comparatively isolated Australasia,

Seven Worlds, One Planet explores

the natural wonders that give each of

our continents its distinct character.

In Eight Master Lessons of Nature, Gary

Ferguson reveals the wisdom of the

natural world. By keenly observing and

admiring wildlife and their 

surroundings, he shows us why 

sympathy is our greatest asset and 

crucial to our survival, that feminine

rule is default in the natural world, and

how even from the ashes of 

destruction, life is still able to thrive.

With brilliant anecdotes and insights,

Stephen Moss weaves history, culture,

bird behaviour and folklore into a 

compelling narrative for each species,

tracing its fortunes over the past two

centuries.

The Private Life of the Hare 

John Lewis-Stemple

9780857524553      €11.70 ____

Transworld 

Short History of Brexit 

Kevin O’Rourke 

9780241398234    €11.70 ____

Hamilton 

Turning the Boat for Home 

Richard Mabey

9780701181086    €22.50 ____

Chatto & Windus 

At the heart is a passionate belief that

Earth is a commonwealth, of all

species. Mabey recalls the fight

against the commercial afforestation

of the Scottish peatlands and recounts

the experience of running a 

'community woodland', one of the

first in Britain.

How the World Thinks 

Julian Baggini

9781783782307    €11.50   ____

Granta 

Offering deep insights into how 

different regions operate, and paying

as much attention to commonalities

as to differences, Baggini shows that

by gaining greater knowledge of how 

others think we take the first step to a

greater understanding of ourselves.

*Book of Beginnings 

Ben Macintyre 

9781847309129    €14.99   ____

Veritas 

*Sending Positive Vibes 

Fr Brian Shorthall

9781782183679    €12.99   ____

Collins Press

Metahuman 

Deepak Chopra 

9781846046087    €14.99   ____

Rider 

Drawing from the latest research on

neuroscience, artificial intelligence and

biometrics, Chopra offers a practical 31

day guide to help us ‘wake up’ at the

deepest level in order to liberate 

ourselves from the conditioning and

constructs that underlie anxiety, 

tension and ego driven demands. Only

then does your infinite potential 

become your personal reality.

In The Private Life of the Hare, John

Lewis-Stempel explores myths, history

and the reality of the hare. And in vivid,

elegant prose he celebrates how, in an

age when television cameras have 

revealed so much in our landscape, the

hare remains as elusive and magical as

ever.

From encounters with its rarest and

most striking fauna, like the blue whale

and basking shark, to the broader con-

siderations of its impact on language, on

history, and our shared sense of place,

this genre-defying work is an eloquent

and urgent tribute to the enduring

beauty of our natural heritage.



*Ordnance Survet Ireland Puzzle Book 

OSI

9781529311181     €16.99     ____

Hodder

With over forty maps accompanied by

quizzes, puzzles and fun facts, The 

Ordnance Survey Ireland Puzzle Book is

a fun way to get your brain working, to

learn more about Ireland and to 

challenge yourself and your friends and

family.

NON FICTION

Brief Answers Puzzle Edition 

Stephen Hawking

9781529362756    €18.10  ____

Hodder

*Dear Johnnies 

Johnny B & Johnny S

9780717187911    €12.99  ____

Gill

*Waterford Whispers 

Colm Williamson

9780717185559     €16.99 ____

Gill

*I Am the Border, So I Am

@BorderIrish

9780008356996    €11.05 ____

Harper Collins 

The world-famous cosmologist and

#1 bestselling author of A Brief 

History of Time leaves us with his

final thoughts on the universe's

biggest questions in this brilliant

posthumous work.

97 years young, the Irish Border may

be a late adopter of Twitter, but with

more than 82k followers including

Taoiseach Leo Varadkar, Piers Morgan

and Alastair Campbell, the Border isn’t

so invisible anymore.

Waterford Whispers News 2019 is the

sixth annual from Ireland’s leading online

satirical site, featuring the funniest 

stories of the year. Packed with brilliant

satire, sharp wit and insightful social

commentary, Waterford Whispers is now

a worldwide phenomenon and a 

must-read in an era when the news has

never been more unpredictable.

Life Changing Manga of Tidying Up 

Marie Kondo 

9781529028355    €11.50  ____

Macmillan

From the #1 New York Times 

bestselling author and star of Netflix's

Tidying Up with Marie Kondo, this

graphic novel brings Kondo's 

life-changing tidying method to life

with the fun, quirky story of a woman

who transforms her home, work, and

love life using Kondo's advice and 

inspiration.

Based on the hugely successful podcast

and tour, in Dear Johnnies the popular

duo solve all your life’s problems. From

finding the perfect date on your 

agricultural science course to surviving

a move to Dublin, Johnny B and Johnny

Smacks are here to help – whatever the

problem.

*Family Fun Unplugged 

Peter Cosgrave 

9781844884803     €11.50 ____

Penguin Ireland 

Family Fun Unplugged is packed full of

exciting activities that will get any family

gathering going or pass hours of fun

with friends. Whether it's over dinner,

on your summer holidays or just a rainy

Saturday afternoon, you can put your

digital device away and let your brain do

the work!

The Dirt Birds Self-Help Guide 

Sue Collins 

9781529325652     €12.50 ____

Hodder

A Ladybird Book About Donald Trump 

Jason Hazeley

9780241422724    €8.99____

Hamilton

Choose Your Own Apocalypse 

Rob Sears 

9781786898647     €11.70 ____

Canongate 

Fuck Now There Are Two of You 

Adam Mansbach

9781786899484     €12.50 ____

Canongate 

Adam Mansbach famously gave voice to

two of parenting's primal struggles in Go

the Fuck to Sleep and You Have to 

Fucking Eat. Now Fuck, Now There Are

Two of You tackles a new addition to the

family and all the fears and frustrations

attendant to the simple, math-defying

fact that two is a million more kids than

one. As you probably know by now, you

shouldn't read it to a child.

Simon’s Cat: Its a Dogs Life 

Simon Tofield 

9781786897008     €12.00 ____

Canongate 

While patrolling his territory, Simon's

Cat dips into the lives of the many dogs

in his neighbourhood, including crazy

poodles, a lovestruck bulldog and a

pack of mischievous puppies. With

characteristic style and wit, Simon

Tofield's brilliantly observed 

illustrations capture the comical capers

of different dog breeds, and some 

a-meow-sing encounters with their 

feline counterparts.



Brilliant Maps 

Ian Wright 

9781846276613     €21.99     ____

Portobello

Which nations have North Korean 

embassies? Which region has the highest

number of death metal bands per capita?

How many countries have bigger

economies than California? Who drives

on the 'wrong' side of the road? And

where can you find lions in the wild?

NON FICTION

Pravda Ha Ha 

Rory MacLean

9781408896532    €18.10  ____

Bloomsbury

Atlas of Unuasual Boarders

Zoran Nikolic 

9780008351779    €22.50  ____

Harper Collins 

*Great Moments in Irish Football

Sportsfile 

9781788491341     €24.99 ____

O’Brien Press

The Three Kings 

Jonny Owen, Leo Moynihan

9781787475663    €17.50 ____

Quercus

With reminiscences from 

photographers and players alike, this

book is a look back over the decades at

the legendary players, matches and

moments that have contributed to the

narrative of our contribution to one of

the world's most exciting sports. A

must for soccer and sport fans 

wherever they are.

Summer Isles 

Philip Marsden 

9781783782994    €22.50  ____

Granta 

Through the people he meets and the

tales he uncovers, Marsden builds up

a haunting picture of these shores - of

imaginary islands and the Celtic 

otherworld, of the ageless draw of

the west, of the life of the sea and

perennial loss - and the redemptive

power of the imagination.

*Something in the Water 

Kieran McCarthy 

9781781177532     €19.99 ____

Mercier Press

Running With Sherman

Christopher McDougall

9781788162272     €18.10 ____

Profile 

*Great GAA Rivalries 

John Scally 

9781785302640    €16.99 ____

Black & White 

The Little Red Book of Klopp

Giles Elliot 

9781529012071     €11.50 ____

Macmillan

The Little Red Book of Klopp celebrates

the best witticisms, sayings, and insults

from Liverpool manager Jurgen Klopp,

accompanied by illustrations of the

great man himself.

A Game of Two Halves 

Amy Raphael

9781911630036     €16.99 ____

Atlantic 

89: Inside Arsenal’s 1988/89 Season

Amy Lawrence 

9781780898278     €23.99 ____

Cornerstone 



World Football Records 

Keir Radnedge

9781787393257     €24.10     ____

Carlton

NON FICTION

The Grand National   

Anne Holland 

9781474611985    €23.99  ____

Weidenfeld

F2: Ultimate Footballer

The F2

9781788702584    €18.10  ____

Bonnier 

*The Irish International Grand Prix

Bob Montgomery 

9781902773384     €49.99 ____

Anvil Books 

Tiger Roll 

Andrew Pennington

9781839500329    €24.10 ____

Racing Post 

The Grand National continues to 

provide men, women and diverse

thoroughbred horses with a true test

of skill, bravery and perseverance.

Anne Holland's authoritative history

celebrates one of the world's 

greatest sporting spectacles.

You Think You Know About Football

Kevin Moore 

9781472955661    €15.70  ____

Bloomsbury 

*The Dublin Marathon 

Sean McGoldrick 

9781788491365     €24.99 ____

O’Brien Press

*Burren Dinners 

Trevis Gleason

9781788491020     €24.99 ____

O’Brien Press

From everyday dining to special occa-

sions, these foodies share their

recipes and Trevis serves up the

back-stories of these creative, pas-

sionate, hard-working lovers of food

at its best.

*Raising Dough For Marymount 

Gary Burke 

9781781176122    €19.99 ____

Mercier Press

*Wilson on Wine 

John Wilson

9781999307813     €12.00 ____

Irish Times 

*Irish Countrywomen’s Association 

ICA 

9780717184248     €19.99 ____

Gill

From the daily basics such as brown

bread to more adventurous sour-

doughs and fabulous occasion cakes

and treats, The ICA Book of Bread and

Baking answers all your needs.

*Cornucopia 

9780717184101     €33.70____

Gill



BOSH! How to Live Vegan 

Henry Firth 

9780008349967     €11.50     ____

Harper Collins 

BOSH!, the pioneers of simple, easy and

delicious plant-based cooking, are here

to make a sustainable and ethical

lifestyle accessible to everyone.

NON FICTION

Cook up a Feast 

Mary Berry/ Lucy Young 

9780241393529    €28.50  ____

Hamilton 

Par Excellence 

Des & Stephen Buckley 

9780717184057    €29.99  ____

Gill

Spirited 

Signe Johansen

9781509860579     €16.99 ____

Macmillan

Gordon Ramsay Quick & Delicious 

Gordon Ramsay 

9781529325430    €29.50____

Hodder

In this extra-special updated edition

of Mary Berry's popular entertaining

cookbook, Mary makes cooking for

gatherings of family and friends easy,

with over 160 recipes that work well

for both small and large numbers of

guests.

Recipes from some of Dublin's favourite

restaurants and steakhouses.

FX Buckley opened their first butcher

shop on Moore Street in 1930 and went

on to run some of the most popular

restaurants in Dublin.

*Noel Cunninghams Guide..

Noel Cunningham 

9781788490986     €19.99 ____

O’Brien Press

*Pippa Guide Live Your Best Life 

Pippa O’Connor 

9781844884735     € 22.50____

Penguin Ireland 

Mrs Hinch: The Activity Journal 

Sophie Henderson

9780241426845    €14.50     ____

Hamilton 

*101 Tiny Changes to Brighten Your 

Ailbhe Malone

9781785785726     €11.50 ____

Icon 

Michael Rosen’s Book of Play!

Michael Rosen

9781788161909     €15.70 ____

Profile 

*Murder of Mr Moonlight 

Catherine Fegan

9781844884902     €16.99___

Penguin Ireland 

Rick Stein’s Secret France 

Rick Stein

9781785943881    €29.50 ____

BBC



NON FICTION

Unfollow

Megan Phelps-Roper 

9781787477995      €17.50 ____

Quercus

The metamorphic journey of Megan

Phelps-Roper: a young woman raised

in a religious hate group, who has 

become an advocate for equality, 

diversity and tolerance.

Targeted: 

Brittany Kaiser 

9780008363901   €18.10   ____

Harper Collins



Winter Wonderland Sound Book 

9781474967556   €15.70   ____

Sam Taplin

Harper Collins

Wonky Donkey Book & Toy Set 

Craig Smith 

97814707197791     €15.65 ____
Scholastic 

Wonky Donkey Board Book 

Craig Smith 

9781407198521    €8.45 ____
Scholastic

The book behind the viral internet 

sensation of "The Scottish

Granny" reading this story to her

grandchild, viewed over 3 million

times. This irresistible gift set contains the

bestselling book in paperback

and a cute and cuddly Wonky Donkey

plush toy.

Button Book The

Sally Nicholls

9781783447749     €15.65   ____

Anderson Press 

The book behind the viral internet

sensation of "The Scottish Granny" 

reading this story to her grandchild,

viewed over 3 million

times - now in board book format, perfect

for the youngest of

children.

Here's a button. I wonder what happens

when you press it? From a singing 

button to a tickle button, from a rude

sound button to a mysterious white

button, there's only one way to find out

what they do...

Poppy & Sam’s Wind-Up... 

Sam Taplin

9781474962582   €24.10 ____

Usborne

Join Poppy and Sam on Apple Tree

Farm in this fabulous interactive

book. Wind up the tractor and watch

as it whizzes around the tracks, and

use the 30 pop-out pieces to tell the

three stories in the book.

How Winston Delivered Christmas

Alex T Smith

9781529010862   €11.50 ____
Macmillan

Twinkly Twinkly Bedtime Book 

Sam Taplin

9781474967563    €15.65  ____

Usborne 

From Alex T. Smith, bestselling author of

the Claude series, comes How Winston

Delivered Christmas - the irresistible story

of the brave little mouse who sets out on

an adventure on Christmas Eve.

It's bedtime for little bear... but the starry

sky looks so exciting! This magical book

has ten lights for little children to discover

as they join little bear and his dad on a

walk before bed. Each time you turn a page

there are even more stars shining in the

sky, until it's time to wander home and fall

fast asleep.

Sticker Dolly Dressing Christmas

Leonie Pratt

9781474971652   €8.40    ____

Usborne

Children can dress the dolls for a 

glamorous masked ball, an ice skating

adventure, a magical carriage ride and

lots more festive fun in this Christmassy

sticker book. With over 600 reusable

stickers of beautiful dresses, cosy coats,

ice skates and tutus to get the dolls

ready for the festive season.

Poppy & Sam’s Wipe-Clean...

Sam Taplin

9781474962599     €6.05  ____

Usborne

It's Christmas Eve at Apple Tree Farm!

Peep under the flaps to find out what

Poppy and Sam are doing to get ready for

Christmas Day. 

Poppy & Sam’s Lift-the-Flap...

Heather Amery

9781474956659     €13.20 ___
Usborne

Join Poppy and Sam at Christmas for a

mixture of simple, fun wipe-clean 

activities for young children. 

Including mazes, spot the difference,

spotting, counting and tracing, this

festive collection is a perfect present

and also an excellent way to practise

pen control.

CHILDRENS

Thomas’ Big Journey...

UK Egmont

9781405294614    €22.90 ____
Egmont

Beast Feast

Emma Yarlett

9781406386639    €12.50____

Walker

Unfold the giant track, wind up Thomas

and watch him travel around Sodor,

through the station, past the level 

crossing and the seaside and all the way

to the circus!

Then read the story that follows his 

journey, meetings lots of friends along

the way.

A charming story about a 

quick-thinking child and a 

soft-hearted beast, with letters to

open. Beast has found a tasty dinner,

and he's written to all his friends to

invite them to a feast. Unfortunately,

Dinner is a child who very much does

not want to be eaten. 



Take Five

Niall Breslin

9780717185535   €14.99______

Gill

Following the success of his first 

picture book, The Magic Moment, 

musician and mindfulness expert Niall

Breslin (Bressie) is back with another

important life lesson for young 

children, beautifully brought to life by

illustrator Sheena Dempsey.

Crayons’ Christmas The

Drew Daywalt

9780008180362     €16.99______

Harper Collins

A brand-new Crayons book from the #1

New York Times best-selling duo Drew

Daywalt and Oliver Jeffers. This 

hilarious interactive book has letters,

games, ornaments, a poster and even a

pop-up Christmas tree - perfect for the

festive season!

The laughter never ends with Oi Frog

and Friends! Another brilliantly funny,

rhyming read-aloud picture book,

jam-packed with cute puppies and 

silliness. From the bestselling, 

multi-award-winning creators of Oi

Frog!

From Sam McBratney, the author of

global phenomenon Guess How Much I

Love You, and illustrated by immense

picture-book talent Sam Usher, The 

Most-Loved Bear will delight and 

enchant children for many years to come.

Snail and the Whale Festive Ed.

Julia Donaldson

9781529017205     €8.25_____

Macmillan

A delightful tale of adventure and

friendship by the unparalleled picture

book partnership of Julia Donaldson

and Axel Scheffler. The Snail and the

Whale Festive Edition features the

classic story with a beautiful snowy

festive cover - perfect for reading 

together at Christmas.

CHILDRENS

Oi Puppies

Kes Gray

9781444937350     €14.99____

Hodder

Most-Loved Bear The

Sam McBratney

9781509854301    €8.25_____

Macmillan

Child of Books, A

Sam Winston

9781406386042    €8.99_____

Walker

Meerkat Christmas

Emily Gravett

9781509857296    €14.50_____

Macmillan

A young meerkat travels the world looking

for Christmas in this festive card-packed

picture book, perfect for fans of The Jolly

Christmas Postman and the modern

classic, Meerkat Mail.

Winner of the prestigious international

Bologna Ragazzi Award for Fiction

2017.

Twelve Unicorns of Christmas

Timothy Knapman

9781405295277      €8.45______

Egmont

Mr. Men Night Before Christmas

Roger Hargreaves

9781405293495   €8.45______

Egmont

Night Before Christmas and Other...

N Puttapipat

9781406391848     €16.99_____

Walker

Christmas, counting and UNICORNS

in one magical picture book - the

must-have gift to add to your list for

Santa! With a shiny rainbow foil

cover!

It's the night before Christmas and all

through the Mr Men houses not a

creature is stirring, but in the sky 

overhead there are some very special

visitors on their way. Be enchanted by

this magical Christmas story from the

world of Mr Men! Now in an upsized

picture book format.

Three festive family favourites 

exquisitely illustrated in Natee 

Puttapipat's intricate silhouette style.

This wonderful seasonal selection is the

perfect gift - a beautiful book to share at

Christmas and treasure for ever.

Madame Badobedah

Sophie Dahl

9781406384406      €14.50_____

Walker

A timeless story celebrating friendship

and imagination, from an exciting new

voice in children's literature. Mabel lives

with her parents in The Mermaid Hotel,

by the sea. Mabel likes to keep an eye on

the comings and goings of all the guests.

Then one day a particularly in-ter-est-ing

old lady comes to stay.

Oscar the Hungry Unicorn Eats...

Lou Carter

9781408355824     €8.25_____

Orchard

Oscar the Hungry Unicorn saves 

Christmas in this brilliantly funny second

book from Lou Carter, the bestselling

author of There Is No Dragon in This

Story.



Polar Express, The : Mini Edition

Chris Van Allsburg

9781783449262       €8.25_____

Anderson Press

Late on Christmas Eve, after the

town has gone to sleep, a boy boards

a mysterious train that waits for him:

the Polar Express bound for the

North Pole. When he arrives there,

Santa offers him any gift he desires.

The boy modestly asks for one bell

Peppa Pig: Peppa’s Christmas ...

Peppa Pig

9780241371589        €6.05______

Hamilton (Hamish)

When Peppa tells Daddy Pig that it's

Christmas Jumper Day at playgroup 

tomorrow, they all rush to the loft to find

the Christmas box... but their jumpers from

last year don't fit anymore!

This lockable journal is full of magical

discoveries, waiting to be explored.

Meet the mermaids of the oceans, bake

some of their favourite food and 

uncover the facts about these secret,

mystical creatures. 

Gordon is an ordinary boy, but he's not

so ordinary once he gets a rugby ball in

his hands. He's the star player for 

Wexford Wanderers and dreams of one

day wearing the Ireland jersey. A dream

like that means hard work, raw talent

and never losing sight of your goals.

Secret Commonwealth; Book of...

Philip Pullman

9780241373347     €18.10______

Hamilton (Hamish)

It is twenty years since the events of

La Belle Sauvage: The Book of Dust

Volume One unfolded and saw the

baby Lyra Belacqua begin her 

life-changing journey. 

CHILDRENS

My Secret World of Mermaids

Ellie Wharton

9780241387504     €10.85______

Hamilton (Hamish)

Gordon’s Game

D’arcy & Howard

9781844884674     €13.80____

Penguin Ireland

Secret Commonwealth HB

Philip Pullman

9780241373330      €24.10_____

Hamilton (Hamish)

It is twenty years since the events of La

Belle Sauvage: The Book of Dust Volume

One unfolded and saw the baby Lyra

Belacqua begin her life-changing journey.

His Darl Materials Northern Lights

Philip Pullman

9781407198750 €9.65______

Scholastic

THE BOOK BEHIND THE BBC

SERIES 'HIS DARK MATERIALS' -

now with a TV tie-in cover.

His Dark Materials Northern...

Philip Pullman

9781407198705 €10.80_____

Scholastic

The first volume in Philip Pullman's 

incredible HIS DARK MATERIALS

trilogy, in a stunning gift edition.

All the Bright Places Movie Tie-In

Jennifer Niven

9780241395967 €9.65______

Hamilton (Hamish)

Furious Thing

Jenny Downham

9781788451307 €13.25_____

David Fickling

Anger was something to believe in when

the world let her down. FURIOUS

THING roars with justifiable anger at an

unfair world, as one girl fights to claim

back the spaces that belong to her and

battles to be heard . . . Lexi's angry. And

it's getting worse.

The compelling and beautiful story of a

girl who learns to live from a boy who

intends to die. Coming to NETFLIX,

starring Elle Fanning and Justice Smith.

When Finch and Violet meet on the

ledge of the bell tower at school, it's

unclear who saves whom.

Tom Gates 17

Liz Pichon

9781407186726 €15.65_____

Scholastic

The seventeenth fully illustrated

Tom Gates adventure! Tom's doing

everything to stay out of trouble but

somehow he's got THREE sad faces

on the school achievement chart!

And getting another sad face means

Mr Fullerman won't let him go on

the SCHOOL TRIP!

Jacqueline Wilson's FUNNIEST,

FIERCEST and most BELOVED new

heroine JESS BEAKER returns for 

another AMAZING ADVENTURE. 

We Are the Beaker Girls

Jacqueline Wilson

9780857535887 €15.65_____

Doubleday



Somerset Tsunami

Emma Carroll

9780571332816 €8.45____

Faber & Faber

When Fortune Sharpe carves a boat from

a tree with her beloved brother, Gem,

she's only having a bit of fun. But now is

not the time for a girl to be drawing 

attention to herself. She is sent away to

find work dressed as a boy. Luckily a rich

manor house is hiring.

Let it Snow Movie Tie-In

John Green et al

9780141371207 €9.65_____

Penguin Books

Soon to be a major Netflix film!

It's Christmas Eve and the worst blizzard

for fifty years has blanketed Gracetown.

But as well as snowflakes, love is in the air

- and appearing in the most unexpected

ways . . .

A gripping historical adventure by a

much-loved and award winning author.

Soon to be a major motion picture, 

starring Stranger Things' Noah

Schnapp. It is World War II and Jo

stumbles on a dangerous secret.

Taylor Turbochaser

David Baddiel

9780008334161 €12.50_____

Harper Collins

CHILDRENS

Waiting for Anya

Michael Morpurgo

9781405294034 €8.45_____

Egmont

Competition Book 3

Maddie Ziegler

9780241330951 €8.45____

Hamilton (Hamish)

Dork Diaries:Spectacular Suerstar

Rachel Renee Russell

9781471172793 €15.65_____

S & S

It's the latest Brilliant Blockbuster from

best-selling Baddiel! A non-stop 

thrill-ride adventure that will have

readers young and old racing to the

finishing line. The Taylor Turbochaser

is a road-trip rollercoaster... with a

twist.

Harry Potter and the Goblet of Fire

JK Rowling

9781408845677 €37.99____

Bloomsbury

This stunning new fully illustrated 

edition of Harry Potter and the Goblet

of Fire brings more breathtaking scenes

and unforgettable characters to life - in-

cluding Cedric Diggory, Fleur Dela-

cour and Viktor Krum. 

Star Outside my Window The

Onjali Q Rauf

9781510105157 €8.25_______

Orion Childrens

Welcome to Nikki Maxwell's 

ADORKABLE world in the fourteenth 

installment of the bestselling Dork 

Diaries series - now with over 45 million

books in print worldwide!

Reindeer Down!An Irish Christmas

Natasha Mac a’Bhaird

9781788490993 €14.99_____

O’Brien Press

Map of Days A: Miss Peregrine’s...

Ransom Riggs

9780141385921 €10.85____

Penguin Books

Things have started to get peculiar. 

Having defeated the monstrous threat that

nearly destroyed the peculiar world,

Jacob is back in Florida, where his story

began. Joined by Miss Peregrine, Emma

and their peculiar friends, life has become

carefree. They spend days at the beach,

and take part in 'normalling' lessons. But

it's not meant to last.

Santa's sleigh is flying over Ireland, 

delivering presents to all the boys and

girls. But then there's a crash! Dancer

hurts her leg and can't pull the sleigh.

What will Santa do?

Rory, the smallest reindeer, has a great

idea. It's full speed ahead to visit the

deer in the Phoenix Park. Can they help

Santa continue with his journey?

Great Brain Robbery The

P.G. Bell

9781474948623  €15.65_____

Usborne

Suzy can't wait to return to the

Union of Impossible Places on the

Impossible Postal Express. But when

she arrives, she overhears a 

dastardly plan to destroy Trollville

from a shadowy and unexpected 

villain.

Friendship Fairies The

Lucy Kennedy

9780717182657 €12.99______

Gill

Emme, Holly and Jess are just like 

regular girls, always messing and having

fun. But they're also fairies, and instead

of regular schooling they go to 

friendship classes, where they learn all

about being kind and having good

manners. 

Following the disappearance of her

mum, 10-year-old Aniyah suddenly

finds herself living in foster care. With

her life in disarray, she knows just one

thing for sure: her mum isn't gone for

ever. Because people with the brightest

hearts never truly leave. They become

stars.



Just Kidding

Andy Griffiths

9781529022964 €8.25_____

Macmillan

Just Kidding is the first book in the

Just series from the creators of the

bestselling Treehouse series, Andy

Griffiths and Terry Denton. Is this

the right book for you? Take the

JUST KIDDING TEST and find out!

Dog Man: Guide to Creating Comics

Dav Pilkey

9781338568844 €9.65______

Scholastic 

Dog Man - comes to life in this cool 3-D

book! George and Harold know a LOT

about making comic books. (Remember

their Captain Underpants comics?) But 

before they told you that story, first they

told you the story of Dog Man -- part dog,

part man, and all cop!

A new series set in the Land of Stories

universe from the #1 New York Times

bestselling author, Chris Colfer, perfect

for new and old fans!

Stories for Every Season

Enid Blyton

9781444950892 €23.99____

Hodder

A beautiful treasury of stories for

every season from one of the world's

best-loved storytellers. With

gorgeous full-colour illustrations

throughout, this collection will

delight at any time of the year and

makes the perfect gift.

CHILDRENS

Tale of Magic

Chris Colfer

9781510202115 €14.99_____

Litte Brown

Runaways The

Holly Webb

9781407191904 €8.45______

Scholastic

Written by bestselling author Holly Webb,

The Runaways beautifully captures the

spirit of Great Britain during the Second

World War, weaving together themes of

resilience, identity and what it means to

call a place your home.

Lotterys More or Less The

Emma Donoghue

9781509803224 €8.25_____

Macmillan

Sumac Lottery is the fifth of seven

kids who share their big house with

four parents, one grandfather and five

pets. At nine, she's the keeper of her

family's traditions - from Pow Wow to

Holi, Carnival to Hogmanay, Sumac's

on guard to make sure that no Lottery

celebration is forgotten.

Impossible Boy The

Ben Brooks

9781786540997 €11.70_______

Quercus Kids

The fifth book in the bestselling, 

gorgeously gothic and wickedly funny

Amelia Fang series - perfect for readers

of 7+

Murder Most Fowl

Jed Lynch

9781912417414 €8.25______

Little Island

Beyond Platform 13

Sibeal Pounder

9781529002874 €8.25_____

Macmillan

Return to the magical world of Platform 13

and discover why the secrets are escaping

in this fun, magical adventure sequel by

Sibeal Pounder. Beyond Platform 13 is 

inspired by characters from Eva Ibbotson's

classic, The Secret of Platform 13.

Seamus is a shamus - a private 

investigator who just happens to be a

turkey - and a little down on his luck.

When Ms Ermine - a fur-coat wearing

cat with plenty of cash - asks Seamus to

take on a case investigating some shady

characters, he jumps at the chance.

Amelia Fang and the Lost Yeti ...

Laura Ellen Anderson

9781405293921 €8.45______

Egmont

Frostheart

Jamie Littler

9780241355220 €9.65_____

Hamilton (Hamish)

Beverly, Right Here

Kate DiCamillo

9781406390704 €13.20_____

Walker

Revisiting the world of Raymie

Nightingale and Louisiana's Way

Home, twice winner of the Newbery

Medal Kate DiCamillo turns her

focus to the tough-talking, 

inescapably tenderhearted Beverly

Tapinski.

Believe in the impossible this Christmas

- a magical story celebrating the power

of imagination, from the bestselling 

author of STORIES FOR BOYS WHO

DARE TO BE DIFFERENT. 

Bursting with brilliant characters, 

heart-stopping adventure and tons of

laughs, this magical tale is perfect for

fans of Nevermoor, Frozen and How to

Train Your Dragon!



White Bird

R J Palacio

9780241397244 €24.10______

Scholastic

A powerful, unforgettable graphic novel

from the world of Wonder, by globally

bestselling and award-winning author R

J Palacio.

9 From the Nine Worlds: Magnus...

Rick Riordan

9780241359433 €8.45_____

Hamilton (Hamish)

An all-new collection of short stories from

the world of Magnus Chase!

Travel the Nine Worlds with your

favourite characters from the world of

Magnus Chase in a brand-new series of 

adventures.

DK's Frozen 2: The Magical Guide is

the ultimate companion to Disney's

highly anticipated second installment in

the Frozen franchise. 

Transport yourself to a galaxy far, far

away with this deluxe story treasury.

This stunning collection of untold 

fables, myths, and folklore features Jedi

Sith, witches, Wookiees, droids and

dragons!

One Christmas Wish

Katherine Rundell

9781526603678 €10.80_____

Bloomsbury

It's Christmas Eve and Theo sees an

odd-looking star out of his window

and decides to make a wish. He

wishes that he had some friends to

keep him company. Moments later

the decorations begin to disentangle

themselves from the tree behind him,

ready to wreak a little havoc ...

CHILDRENS

Disney Frozen 2 The Magical Guide

DK

9780241357675 €11.50____

Hamilton (Hamish)

Star Wars Myths and Fables

George Mann

9781405295918 €18.10____

Egmont

Way Past Winter 

Hargrave Millwood

9781912626076 €8.25 _____

Chicken House

From the bestselling author of THE GIRL

OF INK & STARS comes

a paperback edition of this gorgeous wintry

folk tale for young and old alike - an 

exciting adventure to the frozen north, 

perfect for fans of Philip Pullman.

Wizard of Oz

L. Frank Baum

9781408359549 €17.50_____

Orchard

SEQUEL TO NEW YORK TIMES

BESTSELLER CRAZY HOUSE.

Twin sisters Becca and Cassie barely 

escaped the Crazy House alive. Now

they're trained, skilled fighters who fear

nothing - not even the all-powerful

United regime.

Disney: A Frozen World

Marilyn Easton

9781787415485 €18.99_____

Bonnier

Magic Story Shop The

Katja Frixe

9781786075666 €9.60_____

Oneworld

When Clara is unhappy a visit to Mrs

Owl's Magic Story Shop always cheers

her up. But now Mrs Owl needs her help.

Explore the magical world of Arendelle

from the sparkling castle and charming

village to the North Mountain and 

beyond. Meet the people and creatures

that inhabit this enchanted land and 

follow their stories as you discover

stunning locations from Frozen and

Frozen 2.

Monstrous Affections

Gavin J Grant

9781406389753   €11.50_____

Walker

L. Frank Baum's classic tale, 

celebrating friendship, kindness and the

power of belief is retold for a new 

generation of young readers - with 

glorious illustrations from acclaimed 

illustrator Julia Sarda. This is truly a

gift book to treasure, a magical book

for readers young and old!

Fall of Crazy House

James Patterson

9781784758554 €8.45_____

Vintage

An award-winning collection of 

fifteen beastly tales with new stories

from bestselling authors: 

CASSANDRA CLARE, PATRICK

NESS, HOLLY BLACK.

Naughtiest Unicorn at Christmas 

Pip Bird

9781405295949 €7.25_____

Egmont

Join Dave the naughtiest unicorn for

magic and mayhem in this hilarious

series for 6+ fans of Pamela Butchart,

Rabbit and Bear and UNICORNS! 



Angel on the Roof

Shirley Hughes

9781406379648 €14.50_____

Walker

A timeless story about friendship

and understanding by the Kate

Greenaway-winning author of 

Dogger.

Michael Morpurgo’s Myths & ...

Sir Michael Morpurgo

9780192767363 €12.05__

Oxford University Press

Award-winning children's writer Sir

Michael Morpurgo has collected classic

tales of heroism and adventure and put

them all in one place. Here! From brave

heroes and battling beasts to mighty gods

and magic spells, these are timeless tales to

treasure forever.

From Academy Award-winning actress

Lupita Nyong'o comes a powerful,

moving picture book about colourism,

self-esteem and learning that true

beauty comes from within. 

The mesmerizing adult debut from #1

New York Times bestselling author

Leigh Bardugo

Places I’ve Cried in Public The

Holly Bourne

9781474949521 €9.65_____

Usborne

Amelie loved Reese. And she thought

he loved her. But she's starting to 

realise love isn't supposed to hurt like

this. So now she's retracing their story

and untangling what happened by 

revisiting all the places he made her

cry. 

CHILDRENS

Sulwe

Lupita Nyong’o

9780241394328 €15.65_____

Hamish (Hamish)

Ninth House

Leigh Bardugo

9781473227972 €16.50_____

Gollancz

Hero

Michael Grant

9781405294669 €8.99_____

Egmont

The explosive follow-up to MONSTER and

VILLAIN by bestselling author Michael

Grant. . .Vector may just be the deadliest

enemy Dekka and the group will ever face.

He is a swarm of disease-bearing insects.

His victims are hit with a wide range of

supercharged diseases, and are then unable

to die, but go on and on in a living hell.

Bolds’ Christmas Cracker 

Julian Clary

9781783448425 €8.25_____

Anderson Press

Merry Christmas! The Bolds, the

wildest family in Teddington, are back

with a bumper book of jolly japes. It's

packed with rib-tickling jokes and

puzzles including wordsearches,

crosswords, mazes, riddles and spot

the difference to keep kids entertained

long after the Christmas presents are

unwrapped!

Deeplight

Frances Hardinge

9781529014570 €14.5.____

Macmillan

More than a century has passed since

Liliath crept into the sarcophagus of

Saint Marguerite, fleeing the Fall of

Ystara. But she emerges from her 

magical sleep still beautiful and once

again renews her single-minded quest

to be united with her lover, Palleniel,

the archangel of Ystara.

This macabre YA adventure, with a

touch of Lovecraftian steampunk, 

features underwater exploration, 

monsters of the deep, relic-based 

technology and questions of loyalty.

The gods are dead. About fifty years

ago they turned on one another and tore

each other apart. Nobody knows why.

Angel Mage

Garth Nix

9781473227729 €17.50______

Gollancz

Jackpot

Nic Stone

9781471186905 €9.60_____

S & S

JACKPOT is a hard-hitting novel about

class, money and how you make your

own luck in the world.

Seventeen-year-old Rico splits her time

outside school between looking after her

younger brother and working in the local

gas station to help her mum pay the bills.

Full Disclosure

Camryn Garrett

9780241367063 €9.65_____

Hamilton (Hamish)

Simone is HIV-positive - and positive

HIV won't define her. She also knows

that celibacy is the best way to stay

safe. Enter Miles Austin: intelligent,

funny and way too sexy for Simone to

resist. But her classmates don't know

that she's HIV-positive - and what is

the truth worth in the hands of the

wrong person?

Slay

Brittney Morris

9781444951721 €9.50_____

Hodder

By day, seventeen-year-old Kiera 

Johnson is a college student, and one of

the only black kids at Jefferson 

Academy. By night, she joins hundreds

of thousands of black gamers who duel

worldwide in the secret online 

role-playing card game, SLAY.



Invisible in a Bright Light

Sally Gardner

9781786695222 €13.20_____

Head of Zeus

From I, Coriander to Invisible in a

Bright Light, Sally Gardner's first

middle grade novel in 14 years soars

with the imagination of a master

story-teller. 

Official Liverpool Fc Annual 2020

Grange Communications

9781913034238 €9.99______

Grange Annuals

An exciting new era is well underway at

Anfield and this 2020 Official Liverpool

Soccer Annual celebrates all that is good

about the club right now. 

The Disney Frozen Annual 2020 is

filled with stories and exciting activities

featuring all your favourite characters

including Elsa, Anna, Kristoff, Olaf and

Sven. 

On a journey inside the world's greatest

football club, read about... - United's

players as we profile the entire first

team squad, including the Reds'

summer signings - The successful

2018/19 campaign and the trophies won 

Official Chelsea Fc Annual 2020

Grange Communications

9781913034160 €9.99_____

Grange Annuals

The Official Chelsea FC Annual 2020

is your ultimate guide to the blues. 

Inside you can read about all our

players, including the new faces who

joined the squad in the summer.

CHILDRENS

Disney Frozen Annual 2020

Uk Egmont Publishing

9781405294430 €9.65____

Egmont

Official Man United Annual 2020

Grange Communications

9781913034252 €9.99____

Grange Annuals

Official Arsenal Annual 2020

Grange Communications

9781913034115 €9.99______

Grange Annuals

Relive the magic of last season's soccer 

success in The Official Arsenal Annual

2020. This is your indispensable guide to all

things Arsenal. As well as a comprehensive

review of last season, we've also packed in a

whole host of fun features and informative

player profiles. 

It’s Not Ok to Feel Blue

Scarlett Curtis

9780241410899 €14.45____

Hamilton (Hamish)

'This is the freshest, most honest 

collection of writings about mental

health that I've read...searing wit,

blinding passion, bleeding emotion

and a fantastic, heroic, glorious refusal

to lie down and take it' - Stephen Fry

Dare to Dream: Irish People who...

Sarah Webb

9781788491273 €16.99_____

O’Brien Press

You will get to the Tiber alive. You

will start to Jive. I am Apollo. I will 

remember. The former God Apollo,

cast out by his father, Zeus, is having a

pretty rough time of it. Well, for one

thing, he's called Lester. But being an

awkward mortal teenager is the least of

his worries.

Adventurers, explorers, inventors,

dreamers.... for a small country Irish

people have had a huge impact 

internationally. From helping street

children in India, to saving Jewish

children during World War II and

exploring new worlds, their reach

has been world-wide. 

Tyrant’s Tomb Trials of Apollo 4

Rick Riordan

9780141364049 €14.45_____

Penguin Books

GIY’s Know-it All

Michael Kelly

9780993042621 €25.00_____

Gow It Yourself

GIY’s Michael Kelly and Dig in Diner’s

Muireann Ní Chíobháin join forces with

award winning illustrator Fatti Burke to

bring you a riotous, fully-illustrated kid’s

almanac guide to growing and cooking

food.

Nutshell Adventurers 3 Sir Walter...

Gaye Shortland

9781781998465 €4.99______

Poolbeg

Secret Science

Dara O’Briain

9781407196787 €9.65_____

Scholastic

Dara O Briain, takes you on a journey

from the comfort of your favourite

chair to the incredible science behind

your everyday life and on into the 

future!



Great Irish Science Book

Luke O’Neill

9780717185580 €22..99_____

Gill

Join Professor Luke O'Neill on the

greatest journey of them all. From the

very big to the very small travel through

the wonders of the universe, the 

mysteries of the human body, and the

tiny world of molecules. 

CHILDRENS

Double Dangerous Book for Boys

Conn Iggulden

9780008332983 €22.50_____

Harper Collins

In this long-awaited follow-up to his

much-loved bestseller, written with his

sons Cameron and Arthur, Conn 

Iggulden presents a brand-new

compendium of cunning schemes, 

projects, tricks, games and tales of 

extraordinary courage.

Poems to Fall in Love With

Chris Riddell

9781529023237      €14.50_____

Hamish Hamilton

In Poems to Fall in Love With Chris

Riddell has selected and illustrated his

very favourite classic and modern

poems about love.

Prisoners of Georgraphy: Our World

Tim Marshall

9781783964130 €18.99_____

Elliot & Thompson

A stunning abridged and illustrated 

edition of the international bestseller

Prisoners of Geography, by acclaimed

author Tim Marshall

Our Planet

Sir David Attenborough

9780008180317 €22.50_____

Harper Collins

Treehouse Joke Book

Andy Griffiths

9781529030440 €8.25_____

Macmillan

The official children's book to the 

Netflix original documentary series, Our

Planet, with a foreword by Sir David 

Attenborough.

Minecraft Maps: Explorer’s Guide

Mojang AB

9781405294546    €16.99_____

Egmont

Are you ready for an adventure? 

Explore the mysterious world of

Minecraft through highly-detailed maps

of every biome.

Book of the Year 2019

No Such Thing as a Fish

9781786332011 €15.65_____

Cornerstone

The Book of the Year returns with 

another dose of barely believable yet

bona fide facts and stories from the past

twelve months.

Be Your Own Superhero

Dr. Laura Meek

9780241417416 €10.85_____

Hamish Hamilton

Written by child psychiatrist Dr Laura

Meek, this fun and practical guide will

empower young readers to become more

aware of their own mental health and

will help them to improve their 

confidence.

Somebody Give this Heart a Pen

Sophia Thakur

9781406388534 €8.99_____

Walker

From acclaimed performance poet

Sophia Thakur comes a powerful first

collection of poems exploring issues of

identity, difference, faith, relationships,

fear, loss and joy.

Changing the Game

Casey Stoney

9781787415676 €14.50_____

Bonnier

Discover the history of the women's

game and meet the individuals that have

overcome the odds to play the sport they

love.


